Abstract—In this communication, a novel approach to rotated antenna array topology design is proposed for fully polarimetric short-range imaging. The rotated antenna array proposed acquires two co-pol and one cross-pol signal in terms of the “local” polarization basis by means of three antenna pairs. Then, the fully polarimetric signals in a global polarization basis are retrieved via simple polarization basis transformation, which overcomes the spatially varied polarizations of the signals acquired at different positions and makes valid the assumption of traditional imaging algorithms that the polarization is constant within the aperture. The proposed rotated antenna array takes advantage of the synthetic aperture technique to synthesize a two-dimensional (2-D) array for three-dimensional (3-D) full-pol imaging. It utilizes a significantly smaller number of antennas in comparison to traditional fully polarimetric imaging arrays and also provides sufficiently accurate estimation to the full-pol electromagnetic signals scattered from targets. Both numerical simulations and experimental measurements have been performed and the results show the tolerance of the antenna array topology proposed to the quasi-monostatic measurements, its effectiveness and accuracy for full-pol short-range microwave imaging.

Index Terms—Microwave Imaging, Fully polarimetric Imaging, Rotated Array, Ultra-wideband (UWB) Radar, Signal retrieval/estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Array based microwave imaging has been widely used for remote sensing, security checks, medical imaging, etc [11]–[3]. The expansion of microwave imaging to various fields, especially short-range applications, and demand for increasingly higher resolution and more accurate image reconstruction drives researchers to exploit full advantages of wideband/ultrawideband (UWB) signals, antenna arrays and polarimetry techniques and results in development of sophisticated radar systems [4]–[6]. Taking advantage of wideband/UWB signals, high down-range resolution is achieved while a large antenna array is required to achieve high cross-range resolution. Moreover, polarimetry technique exploits the vectorial nature of electromagnetic (EM) waves to explore subtle scattering features for target identification and recognition. As a consequence, polarimetric antenna arrays are essential for polarized EM signals acquisition.

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technique, as a very important array technique, sequentially moves a single antenna/small array in space to synthesize an equivalently large aperture. It enables to significantly reduce the number of antennas needed in an antenna array system, thus saving the system cost as well as the space for its installation. So synthetic aperture technique provides a cost-efficient and compact array solution to imaging systems, which is extremely attractive for some excessively cost/space-limited circumstances, for example, ground prediction system used for tunnel boring machine (TBM) [7], [8].

According to imaging theory, a 2-D synthetic aperture is needed for 3-D imaging. In the open literature, several scanning approaches have been reported to synthesize a 2-D planar antenna array. The basic one is to move an antenna over a 2-D rectilinear grid. Using four different polarization combinations of transmitting-receiving antennas, fully polarimetric (i.e., HH-, HV-, VH- and VV-) signals are acquired [6]. As the four polarimetric signals are typically measured at aligned polarization bases at all positions, so each polarimetric component can be treated as scalar wave and some existing scalar-wave imaging algorithms are applicable for image formation [9], [10]. Then, four separate polarimetric images are obtained for the same scene to reveal different features of targets. Moreover, the four polarimetric components can also be arranged in a matrix and then processed by matrix-based inversion method for image formation [11], [12]. Thus, all four polarimetric components are simultaneously integrated in one image.

Another scanning mechanism to synthesize a 2-D planar array is the rotated antenna array [13], [14] in which a linear array is generally used and rotated around a point. This approach is easy to implement, especially for 3-D short-range applications. However, for linearly polarized antenna array this rotation constantly changes the polarization of the transmitting and receiving antennas within the synthetic aperture. It makes the traditional scalar-wave based imaging algorithms and matrix-based inversion approach not straightforwardly applicable. To address this problem, a rotated antenna array by measuring three co-pol data at each position was suggested for fully polarimetric imaging in [15]. Through a simple algebraic manipulation, the full-pol signals in an aligned polarization basis can be accurately estimated from the three co-pol measurements.

In this communication, a new approach to design rotated antenna array topology is proposed, as a companion to [15], for near field 3-D fully polarimetric imaging, which requires to measure two co- and one cross-pol signal at each position in terms of the “local” polarization basis. Similar to the approach in [15], the proposed approach overcomes the spatially varied polarizations of signals within the rotated array aperture.
It provides a supplement approach to rotated antenna array design within the framework derived in [15].

This communication is organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed approach and a designed rotated antenna array topology are presented. Then, its effectiveness and accuracy for full-pol signal acquisition are investigated in Section III. Section IV demonstrates the imaging performance of the proposed antenna array via both numerical simulations and experimental measurements. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SIGNAL RELATIONS AND ARRAY TOPOLOGY

Here a new approach to rotated antenna array topology design is proposed based the equation (16) in [15]: a rotated array can measure two co- and one cross-pol signal in a “local” polarization basis at each position with its rotation for fully polarimetric imaging. As an example, a rotated antenna array topology designed with the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The antennas are placed along three radii with different orientations (i.e., polarizations) over several concentric circles. One third of the transceiver pairs of antennas is set with orientations normal to the radius and one third with orientations parallel to the local radius. For another one third of transceiver pairs, transmitting (receiving) antennas are arranged parallel to the radius while receiving (transmitting) antennas are perpendicular to the radius.

With the rotation of the antenna array, it forms a 2-D circular antenna aperture. The rotated antenna array acquires two co-pol and one cross-pol signals with respect to the “local” polarization basis at each spatial position. Its operating scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1, which indicates three instantaneous polarization bases at each spatial position. The polarized components acquired at each position and the array orientations at a sampling position on an antenna array during the operation. For convenience, the relations (16) in [15] are rewritten below

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{\theta_0}^s (x^R, x^T, \omega) &= E_{11} \cos^2 \theta - E_{12} \sin 2\theta + E_{22} \sin^2 \theta \\
E_{\theta_1}^s (x^R, x^T, \omega) &= \frac{(E_{11} - E_{22})}{2} \sin 2\theta + E_{12} \cos 2\theta \\
E_{\theta_2}^s (x^R, x^T, \omega) &= \frac{(E_{11} - E_{22})}{2} \cos 2\theta + E_{12} \sin 2\theta + E_{22} \cos^2 \theta \\
E_{\theta_1, \perp}^s (x^R, x^T, \omega) &= E_{11} \sin^2 \theta + E_{12} \sin 2\theta + E_{22} \cos^2 \theta 
\end{align*}
\]  
(1)

where \(x^R\) and \(x^T\) denote the positions of transmit and receive antennas, and \(\theta\) is the angle from the positive horizontal axis to the antenna axis. For simplicity, \(\theta\) and its normal direction \(\theta_{\perp}\) are used as subscripts to indicate the corresponding polarization bases. So the \(E^s\) are the electric fields recorded in terms of the local polarization bases \((\theta, \theta_{\perp})\), and \(E_{11}, E_{12}, E_{22}\) are the electric fields obtained in the \(H/V\) polarization bases. In both cases, the subscripts represent the receiving and transmitting antenna polarizations in order. Note in (1) the monostatic configuration is considered for the transmit and receive antennas, i.e., \(x^R = x^T\).

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ROTATED ANTENNA ARRAY FOR FULL-pol SIGNAL ACQUISITION

The capability of the proposed rotated antenna array for full-pol signal acquisition was investigated by examining the accuracy of the retrieved full-pol signals with respect to the measurements taken by the traditional full-pol arrays (where the full-pol signals are generally measured in the aligned \(H/V\) polarization bases). Meanwhile, its performance for full-pol signal estimation were also compared with that obtained with the rotated array proposed in [15]. For convenience of notation, Array I refers to the rotated array topology proposed in this paper and Array II for the rotated array in [15] and Array III for the traditional full-pol antenna arrays in the following text.

In principle, the proposed approach to design rotated array topology is within the same framework in [15] derived based on the Born approximation. So it is valid for point-like and weak scatterers. To examine the accuracy of the full-pol imaging for objects beyond the Born approximation with the proposed antenna array, numerical simulation was performed with a trihedral corner reflector (TCR). The TCR contains three mutually orthogonal surfaces with the shape as shown in Fig. 4 (d) but their intersecting sides are 15cm in length.

The simulation setup is similar to the experimental setup Fig. 4 (a). For rotated antenna arrays (i.e., Array I and II), the elementary dipole antennas were arranged along three radii according to their corresponding topologies. On each radius 25 pairs of transceivers were placed from the radius of 2 to 50 cm with the inter-element spacing of 2 cm. The rotated antenna arrays take samples every 4° in azimuth during the rotation. As a result, a circular antenna aperture of radius 0.5m was synthesized. Taking the same spatial samples, the traditional full-pol antenna arrays (Array III) were also constructed with the transceivers in an aligned polarization basis within the aperture. All the antenna arrays were placed on the \(x-z\) plane and centered at the origin. The \(y\)-axis points towards the TCR which is placed 0.4m away the antenna aperture. Then, the synthetic data was generated by EM software FEKO in the frequency domain with operational frequencies sweeping from 2 to 12 GHz with steps of 100 MHz.

After obtaining the frequency-domain synthetic data, they were transformed to time domain by using Fast Fourier transform with a Hanning window. Taking advantage of the signals acquired with Array I and II, the corresponding full-pol signals were estimated via (1) and the equations (17) in [15], respectively. To evaluate the accuracy of the estimated full-pol...
Fig. 2. $L_2$ relative errors of the retrieved cross-pol signals at some sampling positions over three circles of the radius 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3m within the aperture. (a) and (b) are obtained with rotated Array I and Array II, respectively.

signals, the $L_2$ relative error defined by (20) in [15] is used as a metric. Generally, the $L_2$ relative errors of the retrieved co-pol signals are very small, i.e., much less than $5 \times 10^{-3}$. Among differently polarized signals, the largest relative errors are observed for the retrieved cross-pol signals. Fig. 2 shows the $L_2$ relative errors of the retrieved cross-pol signals at some sampling positions over three circles of the radius 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3m within the aperture. From Fig. 2 (a), one can see that the relative errors of HV signals retrieved with rotated Array I are generally smaller than $2 \times 10^{-3}$. Compared with Fig. 2 (b), rotated Array I obtains comparable accuracy for the retrieved HV signals as the rotated Array II. In addition, due to the direct acquisition of cross-pol signals in a local polarization basis, the rotated Array I results in much smaller relative errors, down to about $10^{-10}$ compared to the rotated Array II.

IV. IMAGING EXPERIMENTS

In this section, numerical simulations and experimental measurements are presented to demonstrate the fully polarimetric imaging performance of the rotated antenna arrays.

A. Numerical results

Firstly, the synthetic data of the TCR used for signal analysis was used for full-pol imaging. Focusing the polarimetric signals estimated with the two rotated antenna arrays (i.e., Array I and II), the HH-, HV- and VV-polarimetric images of the TCR were reconstructed, which are shown in Fig. 3 (a)–(f). Meanwhile, the fully polarimetric images acquired with the traditional full-pol antenna arrays are also presented as references, as shown in Fig. 3 (g)–(i).

From Fig. 3, one can see that all the images obtained with the three antenna arrays are well focused and different scattering features of the TCR are exposed in the HH-, HV- and VV-polarimetric images. For instance, the edge of the bottom surface is well reconstructed in the HH-pol images while the edges of the two top surfaces are clearly presented in the VV-pol images. Meanwhile, the HH- and VV-pol images distinctly show the three intersecting sides of the surfaces and the corner point appears as the brightest spot. In the HV-pol images, the two bottom intersecting sides demonstrate the strongest cross-polarization effects with the orientation of the TCR placed in the simulation. As its projection on the antenna aperture is a vertical line, the top intersecting side induces negligible cross-polarized signals. Thus, it is missing in the focused HV-polarized images [i.e., the middle slits in Fig. 3 (b), (e) and (h)]. Comparing the polarimetric images in each column, the HH-, HV- and VV-pol images obtained with the two rotated antenna arrays and the traditional arrays are visually equivalent.

To quantitatively investigate the accuracy of the images obtained with Array I and II, the $L_2$ and $L_\infty$ errors were used to examine their differences from the reference counterparts. The $L_2$ Relative error is defined as (20) in [15] by replacing the signal samples with the voxel values of the polarimetric images. The $L_\infty$ error is defined as the maximum voxel value difference divided by the maximum voxel value of the reference image. The relative errors of the reconstructed images with respect to the reference images are listed in Table I. One can see that Array I achieves roughly uniform $L_2$ and $L_\infty$ errors for different polarimetric images while the relative errors of HH- and VV-pol images obtained with Array II are much smaller than that of the HV-pol image. But the accuracies of the HV-pol images acquired with Array I and Array II are comparable (i.e., about $10^{-5}$ for $L_2$ error and $10^{-3}$ for $L_\infty$ error). Therefore, sufficient accuracies, even for strong scattering objects, are achieved by both Array I and Array II for full-pol imaging although some subtle differences are observed in the accuracies of their full-pol images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HH</th>
<th>HV</th>
<th>VV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotated Array I</td>
<td>$L_2$ error</td>
<td>1.6374e-6</td>
<td>2.6249e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_\infty$ error</td>
<td>5.5975e-4</td>
<td>3.89e-3</td>
<td>5.4874e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotated Array II</td>
<td>$L_2$ error</td>
<td>2.1335e-13</td>
<td>1.733e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_\infty$ error</td>
<td>3.0898e-8</td>
<td>3.578e-3</td>
<td>3.2136e-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

THE ACCURACY OF THE POLARIMETRIC IMAGES OF THE TRIHEDRAL CORNER REFLECTOR OBTAINED WITH THE ROTATED ARRAYS AND THE TRADITIONAL ARRAYS
measurement setup for the rotated arrays is shown in Fig. 4 (b). A column has been installed on a pedestal that can be linearly translated and rotated by a step motor which has been precisely controlled by a computer. And a polyethylene panel was put on the top of the column as a support for transceivers. Here, the anti-podal Vivaldi antennas were used for transmitting and receiving and connected to a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). To overcome the effects of quasi monostatic configuration on the signal estimation mentioned in [15], here $S_{11}$ was measured to get the co-pol components for monostatic radar, and only the cross-pol components were recorded with a quasi monostatic configuration by measuring $S_{21}$ where a transmitting antenna and a receiving antenna were placed with a separation of 6 cm. Similar to the simulation, a trihedral corner reflector (TCR) was used as an object and its edge lengths are about 19.7 cm, as shown in Fig. 4 (d). The TCR was placed in front of the antenna aperture at a distance of 0.5 m. The operational frequencies were from 3 to 15 GHz with steps of 20 MHz. By driving the step motor, the antennas were rotated in azimuth and translated in the radial direction to acquire signals over 15 concentric circles with radii ranging from 11 to 53 cm with steps of 3 cm and the azimuthal sampling interval on the circles was $1.2^\circ$. So a circular aperture of radius 0.53 m was synthesized.

The traditional antenna arrays were implemented by a planar scanner. The fully polarimetric, i.e., HH-, HV- and VV-pol signals, were recorded over the same sampling grids as the rotated antenna arrays and the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4 (a). To suppress the effects of the background scattering and antenna coupling, measurements were conducted both with and without the presence of the object for all three antenna arrays. The frequency-domain signals measured with
cross-pol signals in a "local" polarization basis were measured with two orthogonally oriented Vivaldi antennas at each spatial position, which to some extent mitigates the effect of the non-purity of their linear polarization on the HV-pol signal estimation.

Furthermore, only the HV-pol image, which is obtained with the rotated Array I (Fig. 5 (b)), reveals the slit induced by the intersecting side formed by the two top surfaces in a full agreement with the HV-pol images in Fig. 3 obtained in the numerical simulations, while two other HV-pol images (Fig. 5 (e) and (h)) obtained in quasi-monostatic configuration fail to show this slit. This demonstrates further the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed rotated array for fully polarimetric imaging and indicates relatively higher tolerance of the Array I to the quasi-monostatic measurement configuration for accurate full-pol imaging compared to the Array II and the traditional fully polarimetric arrays. This advantage could be very attractive for the implementation of practical full-pol imaging systems, especially in the circumstances where antennas with relatively lower cross-pol isolation are used.

**V. CONCLUSION**

A new approach to rotated antenna array topology design for near-field 3-D fully polarimetric imaging has been proposed. With the proposed approach, the designed antenna array acquires two co- and one cross-pol signal at each spatial sampling position using three different antenna pairs. By a simple linear algebraic manipulation, the full-pol signals in an aligned polarization coordinate system can be accurately estimated, which facilitates the traditional scalar-wave based imaging algorithms for full-pol imaging. Based on the proposed approach, an example of the rotated antenna array topology was presented. Despite being based on the Born approximation, according to both numerical simulations and experiments the rotated antenna array topology proposed enables to reconstruct accurate (similar to the traditional full-pol arrays) fully polarimetric target responses and images, even for strong scattering objects. Furthermore, the experimental measurements reveal that the designed rotated array topology is less sensitive to the non-purity of the linear polarization of antennas and also have higher tolerance to quasi-monostatic configuration in the cross-pol measurement for accurate full-pol imaging compared to the state-of-the-art. These features will benefit the implementation of the practical full-pol imaging systems, especially where antennas have relatively lower cross-pol isolations.
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Fig. 5. Three dimensional polarimetric images of a trihedral corner reflector formed with the experimental measurements by the three antenna arrays. (a), (b), and (c) are the HH-, HV- and VV-pol images focused with the measurements of rotated antenna array I; (d), (e), and (f) are with the measurements of rotated antenna array II; (g), (h), and (i) are with the measurements of traditional antenna arrays (Array III).


